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How To Use This Handbook 
The first edition of this handbook was published in 1947; you can read more about this in the section 
called TrinLife Through the Ages. This is the 51st edition, containing wisdom from generations of Trin 
students. Even though it is one of the most rich information sources about Trinity College life, it barely 
scratches the surface of all things Trinity. That being said, it is a great place to start to understand our 
truly unique community and launch into a fruitful exciting 4 years.  
 
You can choose to use this handbook in any way that you want (even as kindling for your fireplace), but 
here are a few suggestions to get the most out of it.  

1) Just like those Pol Sci reading that you never actually get to, it is a good idea to look over the 
first and last sections: Welcome and Words of Wisdom 

2) Bookmark the online version and use CTRL+F to find answers to your questions as they come up 
throughout the year 

3) Read the Head’s bios and know you can reach out to us at anytime 
 
This “unofficial” guidebook was made with  by your fellow Trin students. 
 
Other great sources of information include:  
www.trinstudents.com,  www.trinity.utoronto.ca, sidneysmithcommons.artsci.utoronto.ca  
 



 

Welcome… 
 
to Trinity College at the University of Toronto! To help you understand everything that there is in and 
around the college (and there is a LOT), we — and the lovely souls who came before us — have created 
this handbook to introduce you to everything you need to know about Trinity. Use that CTRL/Command 
+ F to find the info you’re looking for or make use of our table of contents way down below at the end to 
help you make sense of this huge ordeal. There are tons of other resources too to help you acclimate to 
your next four-ish years. Be sure to join the Trinity College (UofT) Class of 2024 Facebook group to get 
updates in real time! You should also check out our website TrinStudents.com and subscribe to our 
mailing list TrinThisWeek.  
 
As a member of 2T4 (T for Toronto and 2 4 for your graduating year), you are entering one of the most 
exciting periods of your life; a whole new academic environment, new personal freedoms and a whole 
new world of social possibilities. We hope to bring opportunity, enlightenment and support to the first 
year of your undergrad. Ultimately, you shape this journey, so buckle up and learn what this community 
is all about! 
 
While this year presents a ton of changes happening all the time, some of the information in this 
handbook may be outdated, or not necessarily applicable in our new socially-distanced world. However! 
This handbook can give you a sense of what the college used to be like, and what it will soon return to. 
 
Happy reading! 
 
Met’agona, 
 
Angie Luo (2T2) and Shashwat Aggarwal (2T2) 
Your Heads of Arts 
 

 
 

  



 

Who Are We? 
I. A History of Trinity College 
 
Trinity College was founded by the Right Reverend John Strachan (pronounced STRAWN!), the first 
Anglican Bishop of Toronto. In 1799, John (aka Johannes) Strachan arrived in Kingston as a young 
schoolteacher. Lieutenant-Governor John Simcoe had convinced Strachan that the fledgling Family 
Compact was ready to sponsor the construction of an Anglican university in the colony. However, the 
Governor had underestimated the religious and financial commitment of the families that controlled the 
villages of Kingston and York, and Strachan arrived in Kingston to find himself (like so many grads of 
Queen’s University today) unemployed and in a dull backwater town. 
 
“I have the reputation of being fearless and decided, and whether correct or not, it saves me much 
trouble.” – John Strachan (1846) 
 
Strachan didn’t give up that easily. As the Presbyterians founded Queen’s University and the Methodists 
built Victoria in Cobourg, Strachan lobbied for an Anglican University. He sailed back to England to 
secure a Royal Charter for what would become, in 1827, the University of King’s College. Strachan 
presided over King’s College until 1848, when he resigned over a heated debate regarding the exact 
time that the Buttery should stop serving breakfast. King’s College continued to exist, though it was 
secularized by the government in 1849, and eventually became known as the University of Toronto 
(which is still widely criticized today for its plebeian breakfast serving hours). 
 
At the age of 72, Strachan returned to England to obtain another Royal Charter (claiming he had 
“misplaced” the first one) and returned to lay the cornerstone of Trinity College. At first, due to 
provincial cutbacks, this was the only part of the building the College could afford. Later, some walls and 
an office or two were added, and the college opened its doors in 1851. The original Trinity College 
buildings were located at Queen Street and Strachan Avenue, where Trinity Bellwoods Park now sits. 
You will still find the original gates standing, defending the rights of conservative Anglicans and early 
morning meal connoisseur everywhere. 
 

 
Trinity College, Queen Street, c.1851. Photographer unknown. F2298, Alfred Farncomb fonds (P1954) 

Pro Tip: You visit the Trinity College Archives collection online or in person to find more images like this 

 
 



 

The Founding of St. Hilda’s 
Miss Ellen Pattison, the founder of St. Hilda’s College, was a governess in the family of G.W. Allan, the 
Chancellor of Trinity. In 1888, St. Hilda’s opened at its original location at 48 Euclid Avenue. This marked 
the beginning of coeducation at Trinity, and the start of Miss Pattison’s fifteen- year career as Principal 
of St. Hilda’s College. This was only a dozen years after the first women’s college at Oxford had been 
founded, and was considered revolutionary in conservative Ontario. In 1890, St. Hilda’s was forced by 
impending bankruptcy to affiliate itself with Trinity College. 
 

 
 

(Left) St. Hilda's College (1892-1899), Shaw St. Photographer unknown. Toronto Public Library E 9-142 Small 
(Right) St. Hilda's College (open 1938), Devonshire Pl. Photographer unknown. Toronto Public Library E 8-175 

 
 

Affiliation with the University of Toronto 
Strachan’s school was a fine institution, but found over time that it was straining under the financial 
burden of maintaining first-rate university status without provincial assistance (funny, some things never 
change). As a result, Trinity had to affiliate with the larger University of Toronto. By the new 
arrangement, Trinity graduates would receive U of T degrees (beginning in 1905), while the newly 
federated college would retain complete autonomy over breakfast hours in the Buttery. The college 
moved to its new home at 6 Hoskin Avenue, the first part of which opened in 1925. 
 
St. Hilda’s took a few more years to move to the St. George campus. The women of College had always 
lived near Trin, first on Euclid Avenue, then on Shaw Street, and after 1899, on the Queen Street 
grounds themselves. In 1938, the women of St. Hilda’s moved to 44 Devonshire, where the building 
stands today. To this day, Trinity College and its students remain a distinct entity within the University. 



 

II. The College Coat Of Arms 
 
The original arms of Trinity College were those of Bishop Strachan. The current Royal Coat of Arms were 
created for the college in 1988 thanks to a major effort by Robert Black, a Divinity researcher and later 
the College Chaplain, and a donation by the Class of 3T7. 
 

 
The University of Trinity College Coat of Arms, Registration of Arms and Supporters, October 18, 1989, Vol. I, p. 56 

 

 
In the center of the left-hand side of the shield are the arms of the Diocese of Toronto. These were given 
to Bishop Strachan by the College of Heralds in 1839. At the top is the Imperial Crown, indicating the 
Royal foundation of the Diocese. Below is a gold crozier or pastoral staff, symbolic of the authority of the 
Bishop. The golden key indicates the authority of the Church. The two open books are the Bible and the 
Book of Common Prayer. Below all of this is a dove bearing a green olive branch, the symbol of peace 
and goodwill. The right side of the shield has a stag walking with “Unguled Gules”. Its antlers, hooves, 
and tongue are red. This particular set of arms was Bishop Strachan’s personal insignia. Atop the shield 
is a large white miter, which indicates that the bearer is a bishop. 
 
Many updates and changes were made in 1988. The stag has its head turned, which is an important 
distinction for heraldry experts. The seven trillia are symbols of both Ontario and the College’s seven 
original degree programs, which included Medicine and Law. The unicorn is a symbol of great power 
being tamed by a virgin. The other beast is the Strachan stag. The old motto was, “The College of the 
Most Holy Trinity among the Torontonians,” while the new arms bear the words, “Met’agona 
Stephanos,” meaning “After the conquest, the Crown.” 
 
The arms of St. Hilda’s are not as modern and elaborate, but are still full of meaning. 



 

The single shield centers on an open book, signifying a place of higher learning. Three fleurs-de-lis 
represent St. Hilda’s association with Trinity. The motto, “Timor Dei Principium Sapientiae,” means “The 
fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” Although a remarkable quote from Psalm 111, it doesn’t 
really roll off the tongue quite as well as Met’agona Stephanos does. 
 

 
St. Hilda’s College, Toronto, Ontario, Grant of Arms, August 18, 1989, Vol. I, p. 29 

 
 
 
 

  



 

III. Traditions 
 

Cheers 
 
Salterrae      Oh Really, Oh Rahly 
We are the Salt of the Earth,    (Proclaimed with a pompous English accent) 
No new ideas shall ever come    Oh really? Oh rah-ly! 
near to us!      How beastly? How jolly! 
Orthodox!  Catholic!     Trinity, Trinity… Rah! 
Crammed with Divinity! 
Damn the dissenters, 
Hurrah for Old Trinity! 
 
Met’agona Stephanos 
Hormaometh' adelphoi 
Eis agona deinon, 
Pantelos dunamenoi 
Nikan panta echthron. 

Nimium cervisi 
Ebriat tirones. 
Non oportet fieri 
Vappas nebulones. 

Chorus: 
Met' agona stephanos, 
Melos kai semeion. 
Hairometh' es to telos, 
Hemin kudos phaidron. 

 
Sanctam Hildam canimus 
In voce puellae 
Unde mox exibimus 
Doctae atque bellae. 

 
And now translated for all of you heathens who don’t speak Greek and Latin: 
 

Brothers let us hasten  
Into the mighty contest, 
Being altogether capable 
Of conquering every foe. 

Too much spirits 
Intoxicates the freshmen. 
It is not seemly to become 
Good-for-nothing wretches. 

Chorus: 
After the conquest, the crown, 
The song and the symbol. 
Let us win glorious honour 
For ourselves at the end. 

 
Saint Hilda we sing 
In girlish voice 
Whence soon we shall go forth 
Learnedly and charmingly. 
 

Crumpets & Tea 
(To be recited in a twee accent) 
Crumpets and tea,  
Crumpets and tea. 
We… are… Trinity! 



 

High Table 
Pre-COVID, every Wednesday night, Strachan Hall would transform from a cafeteria-style dining hall into 
a 5-star restaurant. Okay, maybe that’s a bit of an exaggeration, but High Table dinners mean your meal 
gets served to you, usually with a cheese platter. The actual “high table” is the table at the back of 
Strachan underneath the tapestry. You could have the opportunity to sit at the high table by either 
being invited, or by attending an Academic-themed High Table (usually on Tuesday evenings). Gowns 
and formal attire are highly encouraged.  
 

Grace 
Although Trinity is a secular college, some remnants of our religious heritage remain. Before High Table 
dinners, grace is said before we sit down to eat. It is usually said by one of the Heads of College or Heads 
of Arts. 
 
Latin: Quae hodie sumpturi sumus, Benedicat Deus, Per Jesum Christum Dominum Nostrum, Amen. 
 
Phonetically: kwy ho-dee-ay soomptoorisoomus, benedicat Day-oos, per jaysum christum dominum 
nostrum, Amen 
 
English: May God bless what we are about to receive this day, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 
 

Gowns 
Academic gowns, (not robes/capes/those Harry Potter things/etc.) are one of the most enshrined 
traditions at Trinity. Your gown is key for various social events such as High Table dinners in Strachan 
Hall, meetings of the Trinity College Literary Institute (the “Lit”), and gatherings of the Trinity College 
Meeting (the TCM). While they’ll cost you $125, we can assure you it is money well spent. Not one for 
commitment? No worries! You can rent a gown from the Welcome Desk whenever you like, all you need 
to do is sign it out and promise to return it! (Or else you’ll get charged). Many of Trinity's older students 
sell gowns at the beginning of the year as well, so keep your eye out for Facebook posts! 

  



 

Where Am I? 
For the next four or so years, Trinity College will be your homebase within the University of Toronto. Get 
to know the college so that you can take advantage of all the services offered! Trinity Campus includes 
four main buildings: 
 
I. Trinity College ‘Trin Proper’ (6 Hoskin Ave) 
II. St. Hilda’s College ‘Stildas’ (44 Devonshire Place) 
III. The Larkin Building ‘The Butt’ 
IV. John W. Graham Library and the Munk Centre for Global Affairs 
 

I. Trinity Proper 
 
Architecturally, the main building is quite distinctive and styled as a twentieth-century adaptation of a 
Victorian attempt at Third Period Pointed English Architecture. Because of its architectural beauty, 
Trinity is a major tourist attraction--as you’ll learn when you’re forced to elbow by hordes of tourists 
taking pictures on your way to class. Or when the chapel hosts a wedding! 

Fun Fact: If you marry another Trin Grad, you can host your wedding at Trin completely for free.  

 

 
 

Atop Trinity, there are three large towers and a number of pinnacles. Once, perhaps, they served as 
lookout points where the students of Trinity watched for potential incursions by the godless heathens of 
University College. The central tower houses a bell, and is rumored to be inhabited by the spirit of long-
dead Bishop Strachan. The two smaller towers are associated with St. Simon and St. Jude – the former is 
the patron saint of Trinity College and the latter is the patron saint of lost causes, which just so happens 
to be located above the Provost’s lodge.  
 
The aforementioned pinnacles are clearly not associated with anything except for an alarming 
propensity to fall off the roof. Some years ago, a lot of money was spent on the repair of the roof so 
young first years would not have to test their reflexes against a 20 foot long piece of falling stone. 
 

The Quadrangle 



 

The Quad is the center of college life. Students use it for sun-tanning, snowball fighting, wallball, 
studying and various other events. Come out to the Quad at any time of day (or night) and you’re bound 
to find someone you know who’s willing to waste some time with you. A few years back, Trinity College 
invested a substantial amount of money to have the Quad redesigned to its current décor. After 
extensive excavation and a prolonged duration of loud noises, the Quad was reconfigured to have 
flagstone paths along with the Greek letter Chi (X) inscribed in a 4 x 4 grid design. This made it easier for 
students to traverse across the former pit of mud, slush and snow; however, our beloved Sundial that 
stood in the center of the Quad was removed and its whereabouts are still unknown. If you come across 
the Sundial, please contact us immediately and you may receive a non-existent cash reward. 
 
The bust of Strachan is located at the southwest corner of the Quad and is the baby of the SCCC 
(Student Capital Campaign Committee), which uses student dollars to fund student initiatives around 
the College. It was installed in July 2004. Some people feel that it’s a bit too big and slightly intimidating, 
but we’re sure that’s how Strachan would have wanted it. In March 2020, the bust was seen sporting a 
surgical mask to encourage social distancing and mask-wearing in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

The Welcome Desk 
The Welcome Desk is on your left as soon as you enter the front doors of Trinity. If you’re entering the 
building through the west doors, it’s a small right, down the hall, and then to your right again. It’s where 
students living in both buildings pick up their mail, and sign out their spare keys after getting locked out 
of their room while taking a shower (yes, it will happen to you, and no, it is not that embarrassing). Non-
resident students and even clubs can receive their mail here too, if they wish. The Welcome Desk is 
always a great place to ask a question, they will help you get connected to the right people to have it 
answered! 
 
The Board Room, Copy Center, Trinity Gym, Music Rooms, and storage rooms also require keys to be 
signed out with the Welcome Desk Staff. These rooms are open to all Trinity students, no matter which 
residence building you live in, or if you are a non-resident student. You can also borrow gowns from the 
Welcome Desk with your T-Card. The Welcome Desk is also the home base for the roaming security 
guard on duty and where you can get first aid help. You can also fill out work order forms at the Desk if 
something in your room needs fixing, furniture needs to be removed, or the showers refuse to work. 
 

Student Services Centre  
Our newly created Student Services centre is located right around the corner from the Welcome Desk 
and is the home to the Dean of Students’ and Registrar’s Office. This is THE place for students to go to 



 

resolve their problems, whether it be a pesky roommate or an enrolment crisis. After a short time in 
storage, multiple famous Group of Seven paintings are displayed in the new Student Services, something 
every Trin student should see! 
Pro tip: Don’t try to steal a painting to fund your trip to Coachella, there are cameras installed that 
directly face the paintings. 
 
Registrar’s Office 
From here, Nelson De Melo and his staff command the forces of evil. By that, we mean they act as a 
conduit between yourself and the University. Come here for advice on choosing your classes, 
adding/dropping classes, deciding on a major, switching your major (this happens WAY more often than 
you’d think), and about grad school (you need not stress about that just yet!) This place can get very 
busy, so it’s a good idea to book an appointment. Rule of thumb: if you’ve got an academic or tuition 
related concern, go here! 
 
Dean of Students Office 
This is where the Dean of Students can be met for appointments or just a quick question. The Dean of 
Students and the Assistant Dean of Students work with the Dons, and other staff, student leaders and 
clubs to promote an active and positive community for both resident and non-resident students. They 
live in the College and are responsible for the College's residential life. In addition, they oversee student 
discipline for the College and offer advice and guidance to students. They can also connect students with 
services and resources at the University of Toronto and in the community beyond. 
 
Associate Director Community Wellness 
Provides support to students and the greater Trinity community regarding matters of overall health and 
well-being. This includes one-on-one sub-clinical counselling, resiliency building, educational outreach 
and special programs for students as well as training for student leaders, academic dons, staff and 
faculty. The Associate Director Community Wellness is accessible to students in person during office 
hours or scheduled appointments throughout the year. 
 

The Provost’s Office 
The office of Trinity’s Provost, Provost Mayo Moran, is the first one on the right of the main entrance. 
The Provost oversees the general management and well-being of the College and its students, and also 
deals with the administration of the University of Toronto.  
 

The Bursar’s Office 
After years of roaming the nether regions of Trinity College, the Bursar’s Office now has a permanent 
home to the right of the main entrance of St. Hilda’s. You can pay your fees here, pick up your 
scholarship cheques (OSAP is picked up at the Registrar’s Office), and do almost anything else that 
involves money and the College. Non-resident students can buy meal plans here, and residence students 
can buy more meals here if they happen to run out before exams end! 
 

The Chapel 
Designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, the Chapel is at the west end of the building and was consecrated in 
1955. The opening ceremonies were broadcasted on the CBC. Regular services take place here, as well 



 

as the occasional wedding (especially in the late spring and summer). Large services occur in the Chapel 
proper and the Lady Chapel on the west side serves for smaller gatherings. The Chapel also houses a 
pipe organ and if you’re really nice to the organist, he may let you try it. Also, the nationally-renowned 
Chapel Choir sings here. If you like singing, or just like being nationally renowned, you should audition. 
Come by for Evensong every Wednesday at 5:15pm before you go to High Table! 
Fun Fact: In 2018, the Chapel was visited by the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
 

The Boardroom 
If you go up the stone steps in the front foyer of Trinity, you face the Boardroom when you reach the 
top. Most of the time it’s a meeting place for the administration and some student governing bodies. 
 

Seeley Hall 
To the left of the Board Room is Seeley Hall. At various times throughout its history, it has served as the 
College Chapel, as well as the library. Now it serves as a general assembly/dance/exam hall, as well as 
the home of the annual Trinity College Book Sale held in October. Many alumni will remember Seeley 
for its “Bubbly”, an annual semi-formal event that was historically hosted by the Lit and held in 
December where everyone got together to drink champagne. In recent years, this event has struggled to 
find it’s former glory, but be sure to look out for it! There is a wonderfully tuned grand piano here as 
well. If you want to play it, you’ll need your Grade 8 piano as well as permission from the Choir Director. 
 

Strachan Hall 
Strachan Hall is the grandest room at Trinity College, and arguably, at the entire university. The Hall is 
decorated with paintings of Provosts from the College’s past, and a huge tapestry dating back to 17th 
century Antwerp. Pre-COVID, year tables used to run parallel to the length of the Hall, while a table ran 
horizontally just below the tapestry which was the High Table, where College administrators, faculty, 
and Dons normally dined. During High Table dinners on Wednesday nights, food is served to you at the 
table by Chartwells staff. All other meals are done cafeteria-style. To get information on hours and the 
supposedly set (but never completely correct) menu for the week, visit Dining at Trinity.  
Announcements are made during dinner, notifying everyone of upcoming events in and around College. 
 

The PDR (Private Dining Room) 
If this is your first exposure to acronyms at the College, don’t worry, there are plenty more where they 
came from!  A meal here will certainly be one of your few exposures to really good food at the College – 
that’s if you’re lucky enough to be invited by a member of the faculty. The PDR is found down the 
hallway on the left from Strachan Hall.  
 

The SCR (Senior Common Room) 
Sherry-swilling professors, College fellows, and Dons emerge and make the short trip to High Table just 
before High Table dinner. Receptions for these dinners are held here, accompanied by plenty of wine 
and cheese platters. Students are permitted in the PDR and SCR by invite only, as a membership is 
required. That being said, get chummy with your professors and you’ll probably find yourself dining 
there. The SCR lies just beyond the secret doors on either side of the Strachan tapestry. I guess they’re 
not so secret now that we told you. 
 



 

The JCR (Junior Common Room) 
Get used to this acronym because you’re going to be saying these three letters a lot (like, a lot). The JCR 
is located up the stairs to the left of Strachan Hall. The JCR is the location of Lit debates, pubs, and 
various student meetings. It is also open to you whenever you want to use it, be it studying, napping, or 
just hanging out. Students will often drift up here after dinner to give their stomachs the peace and 
tranquility needed for the proper digestion of Strachan Hall food. It’s also quite a popular group study 
space. In recent years the JCR has been where you can find old Trinity Reviews and yearbooks, plus the 
awesome TCES Book Exchange directly on the right once you enter. If you want to book the JCR for an 
event, reach out to the JCR Curator who handles all scheduling. 
 

The DCR (Divinity Common Room) 
Some years ago, this room combined with what used to be called the Rhodes Room. It is now “sick af” 
and looks like something out of Game of Thrones. Located between the Chapel and Strachan Hall, 
Divinity students use this room the way undergrads use the JCR. If you want to get a hold of the Divinity 
Heads, here’s a good place to start! 
 

TC22/TC24 
TC22 and TC24 are two classrooms located on the second floor near the Chapel. They’re used for 
tutorials and Trinity classes during the day, but are available for studying and working at all other times; 
they are especially good for late night study sessions. And by late night, we mean all night. Within a few 
weeks, you’ll know exactly who TC was made for. Just make sure you’re always following the room 
capacity listed outside and are wearing a mask.  
 

The Mail Room 
Downstairs below Strachan Hall, past the vending machines, you’ll find the subterranean hallway to the 
Mail Room. There are hundreds of little boxes for your mail down here, but they’re not big enough to 
store packages, so those remain upstairs with the Welcome Desk Assistant. If you’re a member of the 
executive for a Trinity Club, sometimes you can get into the super secret area behind the mailboxes 
where everything is sorted.  
 
Fun fact: your mailbox number is not the same thing as your room number, nor is it the number on your 
keys. If you forget your mailbox number, ask the Welcome Desk Staff. 
 

The Copy Centre 
Directly next to the Mail Room lies the Copy Centre! It’s open from 10 am to 4 pm, with an hour off for 
lunch. Clubs and student Heads have accounts here. If you just need to make a few photocopies for 
yourself, we recommend going to the copiers at Graham Library instead. Your wallet will thank us later. 
 

Student Publications Office 
Further along the hallway underneath Strachan is the office that serves as the HQ for three Trinity 
publications: The Salterrae (the College newspaper), Stephanos (the yearbook) and The Trinity Review (a 
biannual publication of literature and art). Anyone is welcome to write for the Salterrae, submit pictures 
to the yearbook, or submit their work to the Trinity Review.  



 

 

The College Archives 
Going down the stairs next to the Welcome Desk, you arrive at the College Archives. This is where Sylvia 
Lassam, the current College Archivist, curates relics of ancient Trinity history. All records of student 
organizations, including posters, minutes and that unflattering picture of you from Conversat, may be 
preserved here for eternity.  The archives are open Monday through Friday, 9am-5pm by appointment. 
They are a really neat resource for Trin students, and they offer a unique window into the College’s past. 
 
Pro Tip: Visit the archives! The material on display is really cool and the space is beautiful. Sylvia is the 
most wonderful person to talk to, so don’t be shy.  
 

The Learning Strategist 
Jonathan Vandor is Trinity’s embedded learning strategist. His office is located next to the Archives in 
the basement. Appointments can be made by contacting the Registrar’s office or emailing him at 
jonathan.vandor@utoronto.ca. Here you can have individual meetings to discuss time-management, 
organization, study strategies, and important skills.  
 

The Trinity Gym 
Recently renovated thanks to SCCC funds, Trin’s own gym is located in the basement of Cosgrave House. 
This is where you will find the more athletic ones at the College pumping iron and running on our 
hamster wheel. To get into the Gym, you need to sign out its key from the Welcome Desk. It’s currently 
closed due to COVID but we expect it to open as soon as circumstances improve. 
 
Smart Tip: Larger fitness facilities can also be found at the Goldring Centre, located right next to St. 
Hilda’s, and Hart House, located just across the street from Trinity. You can also find gyms, an indoor 
running track and swimming pools at the Athletic Center, just a five minute walk away. 
 

Laundry Room 
There is a laundry room in Trinity Proper located in Sub-Cos directly across from the Trin Gym. These 
newly fitted laundry machines do not require a card for making payments. All you need to do is 
download the app, deposit money using your credit card and then make the payment directly on the 
app for washing and drying your clothes.  
 

The Provost’s Lodge 
A substantial portion of the southeast corner of the College is taken up by the Provost’s Lodge, our fair 
Provost’s home. The Provost holds social events in her lodge throughout the year, including receptions 
and fundraising events. These events tend to be tons of fun and a great way to interact with the Provost 
and Faculty, look out for emails to RSVP to them! 
 

The Steam Tunnels 
Since most of our heating is now done with hot water, there isn’t much actual steam being piped 
through the bowels of the College anymore. This will not detract from the tunnels’ stark beauty—the 
dangerously low ceilings, grimy narrow passages, protruding pipes, naked electric bulbs, and 



 

oppressively warm air combine to recreate the atmosphere on the set of the Alien movies. Once you 
figure these tunnels out, they are an excellent way to get around the Trinity building without ever 
having to go outside! 
 
Fun fact: the Steam Tunnels actually connect Trinity Proper to the Larkin Building, too. Keep going down 
the hallway that leads past the gym and turn right, going through the double doors at the end. This is 
very useful for when you wake up five minutes before your winter semester class but absolutely refuse 
to go outside, which is pretty fair, actually. 
 

Residence Spaces 
Around 475 students (at least in Pre-COVID era), several Dons and various Faculty members (including 
the Provost!) call Trinity Proper their home throughout the school year. Students are assigned to various 
residence spaces, called houses. Each has its own charm, with a mix of single, double, and occasionally 
triple rooms. Houses in Trinity Proper include Owen, Seager, Cosgrave, Body, Welch, Henderson Tower, 
Whitaker, Macklem, and Angel’s Roost. 
 

Common Rooms 
Common rooms, curated by the Student Heads, can be found in each residence building. Four are 
located in Trinity Proper: Macklem-202, Macklem-316, Whitaker-127, and Roost Z. These are great 
spaces to hang out with friends, or watch a soccer game. Sometimes clubs will also hold meetings in 
these areas! Remember though: because of COVID you cannot eat in these spaces, you must wear a 
mask and maintain distancing!  
 

II. St. Hilda’s 
 
The St. Hilda’s residence building was erected in 1938. Up until 2005, the St. Hilda’s residence building 
was only for the Women of College, but has since become completely co-ed. Just like Trinity, St. Hilda’s 
has been the home of many well-known alumni and its history is rife with legend, academic excellence, 
parties, and even a mural in Sub-Kirk. There are a number of perks to living at St. Hilda’s. For example, 
St. Hilda’s boasts kitchens on every floor, meaning late night snacks can be cooked to imperfection. 
Many of these kitchens were renovated recently, making them great locations for hanging out or just 
plain old studying. 

 
 
Fun Fact: All the women who live at St. Hilda’s are traditionally called “Saints”, which is also the name of 
the first formal event of the academic year. 



 

 

The Rigby Room 
Directly across the hall from Melinda Seaman, the Rigby Room is comparable to Trinity’s JCR. It is home 
to a grand piano, which students often use for practice (with permission of course). You can always find 
the Rigby room open in the morning, so it’s a great place to relax with friends and study.  
Pro Tip: If you find the Rigby Room locked for some reason, you can call up the Welcome Desk and ask 
them to send security over to open the room! 
 

Melinda Seaman 
Just down the hall from the Abbott Room, St. Hilda’s former dining hall used to lure diners with the 
promise of weekday breakfasts. Nowadays, Melinda Seaman is available 24/7 as a social study and 
meeting space, which is great for group projects. Plus the occasional Lit debate is held here. In the back 
of the Hall, you can find the NRAC Common Room.  
 

NRAC Common Room 
Through a door in the back of Melinda Seamen, you can find the recently refurbished NRAC common 
room. The Non-Resident Affairs Committee (NRAC) Office serves as a home base for the Heads of Non-
Resident Affairs, as well as a common room for non-res students (though non-resident students are 
welcome and encouraged to hang out in the common rooms found in Trinity Proper and St. Hilda’s as 
well!) Inside you can find a TV/gaming station, printer, and if you’re lucky, snacks, and most likely, your 
Co-Heads of Non-Resident Affairs, Cindy Lui and TBD.  
 

Floor Kitchens 
On every floor of St. Hilda’s are kitchens or kitchenettes equipped with fridges, microwaves, stoves, 
ovens, and sinks. Some have fancy additions, like dish drying racks and pots, owned by floor members 
and lent to the kitchens for communal use. Whatever is in the kitchen should be respected. Don’t leave 
other people’s things growing mould in the sink (don’t leave your own things growing mould in the sink 
either). Remember that everything you cook can be smelled within a two-mile radius, so if you’re frying 
fish, don’t expect to be popular, but you can always find a crowd of new friends if you’re baking cookies. 
 
Smart Tip: We underwent a huge disinfecting operation a few years back, and this costly endeavor can 
be avoided in the future by using the clean-as-you-go method (hint hint!) 
 
Beware: The kitchens are equipped with extremely sensitive smoke detectors, a major source of false 
fire alarms. These bad boys don’t just beep – they wake up everyone in the residence building with 
clanging, college-wide bells. Fire trucks carrying cranky firemen are dispatched to the scene, which costs 
the College a lot, which they end up deferring to you. So for the sake of everyone else, please never 
leave your cooking unattended (or put an electric kettle on the stove) and use the exhaust systems! 
 

Cartwright Hall 
Straight through the main entrance, this multi-purpose auditorium/theatre is used as a classroom during 
the week and is transformed for various College events throughout the year. College Meetings are 
sometimes held here, but Cartwright is primarily known as being the former site of the Saints’ Charity 
Ball.  



 

 

The Wellness Room 
Located in the Abbott Room (found left of the main foyer in St.Hilda’s residence) the Wellness room is a 
space created intentionally to address student’s mental health and wellness needs. Through the support 
of the SCCC and advocacy from current Trinity College students, during the summer of 2016 the room 
was renovated to create an inclusive space for students to relax and engage in programming focused on 
student’s well being. The room is open every weekday for programming organized by the Associate 
Director, Community Wellness as well as student led groups. Keep an eye out for Facebook posts or 
emails that let you know what crafts or activities are being done! 
  

Music Practice Rooms 
Located in Sub-Kirkwood are two practice rooms. One with a piano, and one without. Keys for these 
rooms are signed out through the Welcome Desk, once you set up permission with Erin McCuaig.   
 

The Adams Room 
Once the St. Hilda’s Chapel, this room is located across from Stedman. The stained glass windows are 
remnants from its former use. It’s a really nice place to study quietly with friends, and many different 
boards/clubs use it as a meeting space. 
 
Fun Fact: This room is sometimes referred to by old alumni as the Conception Room, where a gentleman 
could wait before taking a Saint Hildian out on a chaperoned date. 
 

Stedman Library 
At the end of the north hall of St. Hilda’s is the library with books that are mostly for show. The Stedman 
Library is a charming study space with leather couches and books where it’s easy to be warm and cozy. 
It’s known as a silent study space, so don’t head here if you plan on chatting with friends! 
 

Laundry Room 
The St. Hilda’s laundry room is located in Sub-Kirk. As with the Trinity Laundry room, there are newly 
fitted laundry machines that require you to make payments through their app.  
 

Kirkwood Meadows 
This is the grassy area located directly right of the entrance to St. Hilda’s. Like in the Trinity College 
Quad, students can often be seen relaxing on the benches and often picnicking outside in the warmer 
months. 
 

Common Rooms 
The four common rooms in St. Hilda’s are located at Massey-222, Massey-322, Rowlinson-91, and 
Burgess-240. They are also curated and maintained by the student heads. As with the Trinity Proper 
common rooms, these are great spaces to hang out with friends, or watch a soccer game. Sometimes 
clubs will also hold meetings in these areas! Remember though: because of COVID you cannot eat in 
these spaces, you must wear a mask and maintain distancing!  



 

 

Sub-Darroch Common Room 
This common room is located under the Rigby room and can be accessed by the same stairs that lead to 
the Laundry Room. This room can be used if a key is signed out from the welcome desk. Currently, there 
is a Sub-Main curator who is responsible for managing the space. An SCCC proposal has breathed new 
life into this common room.   
 

III. The Larkin Building 
 
The Gerald Larkin Building is Trinity College’s newest building, having opened in 1962. The George 
Ignatieff Theatre was constructed in 1979 as an addition onto the Larkin Building. Lots of student 
governance meetings, College events, and just plain hanging out takes place here. The Larkin arcade acts 
as a connection between St. Hilda’s and Trinity Proper, glueing the College’s campus together.  
 

 
 

The Buttery 
This is the main area of the Larkin building, and thus students often use a synecdoche referring to the 
entire building as the Butt. Here you can grab a bite to eat, meet with your study group, or just crash on 
the couches to pass time in between your classes. This marvel of construction provides everything you 
need under one roof: cafeteria, study space, lounge, washrooms, events space and a fireplace. It’s also 
wheelchair accessible! This is also the meeting place of the Trinity College Meeting. 
 

The SGO (Student Governance Office) 
This is where student government officials (Heads and TCM executives) hold office hours. Meetings are 
held in this room, and it can be quite a wonderful place to study if you can coerce a Head/TCM exec into 
signing out the key and opening it up for you! 
 

Above the Buttery 
The two floors above the Buttery are devoted to office and classroom space, including those used for 
the Trinity One program and the Centre for Ethics. Many of the College fellows and faculty have their 
offices up here. The Math Aid and some offices of the Writing Center are located on the second floor.  
 
Fun Fact: A “buttery” is a place for storing butts – large casks or barrels used for wine, beer, or ale – in a 



 

castle. In ancient English universities, it was a room where food and drink was dispensed to the 
students. There was a buttery in Old Trinity, from which beer and cookies were served to students 
before bed until 1902, when Provost Macklem banned beer in the hall. After 1941, when Strachan Hall 
was built, the buttery was a coffee room underneath Strachan. The name was then applied to the 
current space in the Larkin building. 
 

George Ignatieff Theatre 
The GIT is named after a former Provost of Trinity College and father of former Liberal Party Leader 
Michael Ignatieff. The younger Ignatieff is now also a professor at the University of Toronto and 
incidentally has taught classes in the theatre named after his father. It is located in the northwest corner 
of the Larkin Building and is the home of the Trinity College Dramatic Society (TCDS). It is also used as a 
classroom and for the occasional College Meeting. 
 

IV. The John W. Graham Library 
 
The seating at Graham is so comfortable that one may even say it is “dangerous” to attempt a power 
nap there (meaning you may never wake up). There are also fireplaces on each floor, group study 
rooms, and more cubicles than a telemarketing center. Graham Library has a good deal of books in the 
humanities, including Philosophy, English, Classics, International Relations, and Theology. The librarians 
are all friendly and very helpful people, and are a wonderful resource for when you just have no idea 
where to start on that 10-page research paper you have due next week. There is even a study room that 
boasts photos of the college’s Rhodes scholars; ask an upper year if they know them if you want a good 
story.  
 

 
 
Smart Tip: The bookable study rooms give priority to Trinity and Wycliffe students! They are extremely 
useful for group study sessions, but be mindful of the fact that they’re not soundproof when your study 
session turns into just hanging out. 
 

V. Residence Houses 
 
Each residence house at Trinity College has a distinct character, based on their layout, common space, 
history, and most importantly, the people living there each year.  
Advice: Due to COVID, everyone is required to ONLY USE their designated washrooms.  



 

 

Trinity Proper 
 
Body 
Body is a social house located between Cosgrave and Welch. Allegedly, people live there, and don’t be 
surprised if counted among those residents is the occasional beehive or birds next tucked into the 
corner of the scaffolding.  
 
Cosgrave 
Cosgrave is large, well-located, and surprisingly spacious - kind of like the Grand Canyon, or the human 
ear canal. In either case, shouting directly inside it will produce a very strong echo, particularly into the 
Quad. Cosgrave can be dead quiet or crazy loud, calming or infectiously social - you’ll find a bit of it all 
here.  
 
Macklem 
Being within earshot of a member of the Dean’s Office and the security desk, Macklem is an excellent 
place to play the drums very loudly early in the morning. Either that or you can play guitar hero in the 
Macklem (formerly Welch) common room. Also, take solace in the fact that as you are situated below 
~the tower~, if it does turn out to be a rocket ship like most people suspect, when it eventually launches 
into outer space, you might well become the first Macklem student to definitively PROVE that the earth 
is flat, rather than just graffitiing your thoughts on the matter in the bathroom.  
 
Owen 
With access to a full kitchen, shower, and close proximity to Strachan Hall, Owen is a place to eat lots of 
food with a few very close friends. Though a potential labyrinth of doors to navigate at one time or 
another, you can be sure you are headed in the right direction by following the scent of burnt Kraft 
Dinner, or, once a year, a giant boiled haggis.  
 
Roost 
If you think #supportivefemalefriendships are worth hiking up a mountain of stairs multiple times a day, 
then Roost is for you! This house is genuinely one of the most interesting and aesthetic places to live in 
the College. You and your housemates will live in a lovely residential niche that is cozy but also filled 
with character, much like the ladies who endeavor to live here. Just don’t be surprised when walking up 
a bunch of stairs with a belly full of Strachan food makes you seriously consider sleeping outside instead.  
 
Seager 
Seager is fun. it is. they promise. And if you challenge its residents they WILL prove you wrong. it just 
takes a little convincing - and a little more febreze. At some point in their undergrad, every Trin student 
will have an amazing conversation with someone in Seager, maybe about what vegetables are magnetic 
and which ones aren’t, the different ways Vaseline can be used to tune a piano, or something about how 
the song “Tubthumping” by Chumbawamba is actually a Welsh socialist anthem from the 80s. Anyways, 
when you exit Seager in the winter, prepare to be demolished by the great Trinity wind tunnel that 
passes through the gates. Cheers.  
 
Welch  



 

Consistently housing some of the most involved men of college, VVelch is divided into small pods of 4 
rooms, with two pods to a floor. In sum, VVelch is the King of Houses, House of Kings, King of Queens, 
Queen of Blades, Blades of Glory, and a glorious goddamn place to throw a party. RIP common room.  
 
Whitaker  
Whit bits are some of the best and brightest women of college. While their best behaviour can mean 
holding leadership positions around campus, shutting down that annoying guy in your tutorial, or being 
an amazing TWIL mentor, their worst behaviour can be far from it… (cue Saint’s ask videos from years 
past…) Your very own Head of Arts Angie Luo will be in this house this year, so give her a knock on her 
door, interrupt her online class, and ask for a snack (she’ll probably have something). 

 
Saint Hilda’s 
 
Massey 
Massey is a series of large rooms occupied by a series of boys whose egos are almost too large to fit in 
said rooms. You used to be able to enjoy 20 minutes of a really great party here before the AC failed and 
the House literally felt like it's the forehead of a patient going through a hallucinogenic fever. Massey 
boys are loyal to each other and a great, fun presence at the party and in College life. Your Head of Arts 
Shashwat Aggarwal lives on this floor so make sure to approach him for literally any question.   
 
Burgess/Kirkwood 
Featuring a fully-stocked kitchen (read: ongoing fire hazard) with recent renovations (read: they cleaned 
the unidentifiable fluids from the stove, walls, ceiling etc.), Burgess & Kirkwood are “livable”, have 
tremendous “”character”” and feature students who spend their time meal-prepping for “””workouts””” 
and “”””””””studying””””””””.  
 
Rowlinson  
Rowlinson is truly a house of quiet nights, friendly neighbors, and an overall pleasant atmosphere. In a 
way, Rowlinson is like the really nice waiting room at the bank you sit in (you know, the one with the fish 
tank) before you proceed to the rest of the College to find out you are completely broke and possibly up 
for eviction. Deep breath in, deep breath out. Well, at least if you do get foreclosed on, a Rowlinson 
sweetheart will be there to offer you some goldfish crackers.  
 
Darroch 
Formerly called Main, this house now has an even more ambiguous namesake, referring to an old 
Principal of St. Hilda’s that even fewer people have heard of than the common noun that preceded it. 
Needless to say, we were all pretty tired during the point in the governance meeting where we agreed 
to the name change, which is probably a reasonable challenge to the democratic process itself. The 
same cannot be said of Daroch’s inhabitants, however. Everyone knows who they are, for better or for 
worse. Despite falling under Massey’s radar for general delinquency, if you ask any security guard, the 
real party starts when people evacuate from Massey in an almost biblical exodus after parties are shut 
down (around 9:30 pm on a good night) and gravitate to Main… to… “away for relations” as Peter Griffin 
said in that one episode. Affirmative, oh affirmative indeed.  



 

Diplomacy for Dummies 
 

I. Student Governance 
 

The TCM (Trinity College Meeting) 
Our highest body of student government is the Trinity College Meeting. Unlike most student 
governments, the TCM is a direct democracy. Every student can bring forward motions, speak and vote 
at the TCM. Think Ancient Athens-- except instead of togas there are gowns. We’re the only college in 
North America whose student governance is conducted by a body of which all the College’s students are 
members, rather than by an elected student council. Show up to the meetings, participate, and your 
voice will matter. Power is especially great if you have money-- and the TCM spends quite a bit of it. It’s 
used to fund our clubs, events, Heads, grants and more. The TCM also sets the social calendar for the 
year, reviews and amends student government documents, voices the general opinions of the student 
body, establishes and directs student clubs and holds annual student elections. 
 

Officers of the TCM 
The TCM gets its recommendations from other committees but has to ratify any decision by running it 
through a vote. The Chair will read out motions that people have brought forward and Trinity students 
will discuss and vote on them. Every Trinity student has the right to attend these meetings and to vote. 
 
Everyone at Trinity is a member of the TCM but the people who run it are Officers. The Officers of the 
TCM are the Chair, whose job is to lead meetings; the Secretary, who records minutes and gives notice 
for upcoming meetings; and the Treasurer, who manages all of the TCM’s money. These people are 
great resources for information about student government, so feel free to contact them if you have any 
questions. 
 
There are also the Auditor and Deputy Auditor, who check the accounting books and financial accounts 
for all levied clubs and Heads twice a year, and the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) and Deputy Returning 
Officer (DRO), who organize and monitor the annual spring elections. 
 

Governing Documents of the TCM 
There are three main documents that outline student governance at Trinity College. These can be 
viewed at www.trinstudents.com under the page “Important Documents”.  
 
The TCM Constitution: This specifies the mandate and authority of the TCM, outlines the duties of its 
officers and committees and contains regulations. 
 
The Electoral Policy: These specify how elections are managed at Trin and give regulations about the 
behavior of candidates. 
 



 

The Fiscal Policy: This outlines the TCM’s rules regarding how its officers and club executives can and 
cannot spend the TCM’s funds. 
 

TCM Procedures 
The agenda items of every TCM is different. The procedures, however, are consistent across all 
committees and meetings. These rules are derived from two sources: the Constitution and Bourinot’s 
Rules of Order. In short, there are 4 things anyone can do at a TCM: 
 
Move a Motion 
Motions are the bread and butter of most TCMs. They can be thought of as a request that something be 
done (or not done). Motions at the TCM bind all of our Governing Bodies and any club, officer, or 
committee under the TCM’s purview. They can be overruled by future motions at the TCM. Generally, 
passing a motion requires a simple majority. There are 2 exceptions: a motion to overrule the Finance 
Committee and a motion to impeach, which both require a ⅔ majority.  
 
There are 4 types of motions: 

1) Substantive motions  
○ “Motion to approve a club’s spending” 

2) Procedural motions  
○ “Motion to limit speaking time to 30 seconds”  

3) Choosing a proposal 
○ “Choosing an Orientation Week proposal” 

4) Mid-year Elections 
○ “Elect an Auditor because the previous one resigned” 

 
Propose a Constitutional Amendment 
Constitutional amendments are similar to motions, but require a ⅔ majority vote at 2 consecu ve TCMs. 

 
Propose an Amendment 
Both motions and constitutional amendments can be amended. Sometimes, the proposer supports the 
amendment, and so calls it “friendly”. If the proposer does not support the amendment, it will be called 
“unfriendly”. If the motion is considered friendly, the amendment becomes part of the original motion. 
If considered unfriendly, a new discussion starts on whether or not the amendment should be added, 
and a majority vote is required for adopting the amendment into the original motion. 
 
Rise on a Point 
 A point causes immediate action. This is unlike a motion, which remains in play until it is replaced by 
another motion or constitutional amendment. There are dozens of different points, and all of them have 
their own procedures, but only 5 are regularly used: 

1) Points of Information: Asked to clarify a comment or procedural rules 
○ “What is the allocated speaking time for this item?” 

2) Points of Privilege: Request changes to improve engagement 
○ “It’s cold. Can we close the window?” 

3) Points of Order: Indicate a violation or potential violation of rules of procedure. 
○ “This motion must have a ⅔ majority to pass.” 

4) Challenge the Chair: Challenge a procedural ruling by the TCM Chair. 



 

○ “I believe this ruling was not in order.” 
5) Call the Question: Demand that discussion of a particular issue end immediately. 

○ “I call the question to move into voting on this issue.”  
 
This may all sound extremely confusing, but the best way to understand the TCM is to attend one! By 
your second or third time, you’ll be an old pro at all the jargon. 
 

Standing Committees of the TCM 
In order to make the work of the TCM more efficient, it delegates responsibility for crafting certain types 
of decisions to elected committees. Committees make recommendations to the TCM, which then 
chooses to adopt, amend, or reject those recommendations. Any student can attend and speak at the 
meetings of any TCM committee, but decisions at the committee level are made by elected voting 
members of those committees, including members-at-large, certain levied club executive members, and 
Student Heads. 
 
Trinity College Board of Stewards (TCBS) 
Coordinates the social calendar, and makes broad decisions directing the social life of the College. 
 
Trinity College Finance Committee (TCFC) 
Makes decisions on where our money goes to and how it can be spent. 
 
Non-Resident Affairs Committee (NRAC) 
Addresses the interests of non-residence students at the College.  
 
Student Capital Campaign Committee (SCCC)  
Funds long-term projects that generate permanent gains for the College community. 
 
Equity Committee (EC) 
This body has the task of ensuring that student events, clubs, and traditions at the college are equitable 
and accessible to all Trinity students. 
 
Alumni Relations Committee (ARC) 
Connects with alumni to help guide current student initiatives and encourage alumni involvement.  
 

How to Get Involved 
TCMs are an occasion to approve and fund clubs and student initiatives, get updates from your student 
leaders, and voice your opinion. All info on the goings-on of the TCM can be found on trinstudents.com, 
including upcoming meetings, past minutes, governing documents and a primer on Bourinot’s Rules of 
Order (The Canadian Parliamentary authority which dictates the rules governing the structure of 
meetings). 
 
Club executives are typically chosen during election season at the end of the school year, but elections 
for first year representatives for many clubs occur during the first week of school. Running for a first 
year position as a year head or a club rep is a great way to get involved early on, and a fantastic learning 



 

opportunity. Also, first year elections are lighthearted and usually a lot of fun even if you aren’t planning 
on running for anything. As a first year, you can run for any of the following, and more: 

● Resident Heads of First Year (2)  
● Non-Resident Heads of First Year (2)  
● President of Trinity College  
● Trinity College Literary Institute Representatives 
● Trinity College Dramatic Society Representatives 
● Trinity College Athletics Association Representatives 
● Trinity College Outdoors Society Representative  

 

II. College Governance  
 
Beyond the bodies that are solely governed and participated in by students, there are a number of 
bodies that govern the College made up of faculty, staff and students. 
Opportunities to get involved with these bodies will become available towards the end of your first year, 
so keep an eye out. Learn more at the www.trinity.utoronto.ca/about. 
 

Corporation 
The Corporation of Trinity College is a body composed of more than 400 members of the college 
community, including church officials and elected Trinity alumni. The Corporation meets bi-annually in 
October and April and is chaired by the Chancellor. At each meeting, the Provost gives a general report 
on the state of the College. Corporation has the power to amend the Statutes, to designate honorary 
members of Corporation, to refer matters to the Board of Trustees or to the Senate and to confirm 
regulations presented by those bodies. The Corporation appoints the Chancellor, the Provost, a 
Secretary of the College, a Public Orator, two Esquire Bedells and the college auditors. 
 

The Board of Trustees 
This group handles the “management and control of the property, business and affairs of Trinity 
College.” The two Heads of College and one Head of Non-Resident Affairs sit on this body along with 
administrative and other representatives. The Board has many sub-committees. They also have food at 
most of their meetings. At Trinity, you’ll find that power and status are measured in hors d’oeuvres. 
 

Senate 
The Senate is responsible for all academic affairs at Trinity, such as granting honorary degrees, setting 
program requirements, and the appointment of Fellows. The two Heads of Arts and one Head of Non-
Resident Affairs sit on this body, along with three elected students. The Senate also has various sub-
committees, which can be found listed on the Trinity College governance chart. 
 

Important College Officials 
 

The Chancellor: Bill Graham 
Chancellor Bill Graham was elected in 2007 as Trinity College’s 12th Chancellor. A Trinity graduate and 



 

Head of Arts himself, Bill Graham was elected a Liberal MP for Toronto Centre- Rosedale in 1993. He was 
appointed as the Minister of Foreign Affairs in January 2002 under former Prime Minister Jean Chrétien 
and as the Minister of National Defense in July 2004 under the government of Prime Minister Paul 
Martin. In February 2006, he was appointed Leader of the Official Opposition, a position he held until 
December 2006. As Chancellor of Trinity College, Bill Graham is the Chair of the Corporation. The 
Chancellor also helps to set the tone of the College, gives advice and help to the Provost, officiates at 
various ceremonies and confers degrees granted by Trinity. 
 
The Provost: Mayo Moran 
Professor Mayo Moran was appointed the 15th Provost of Trinity College in 2014. She obtained her B.A. 
and B.Ed. from the University of British Columbia, and taught at a secondary school before attending law 
school. She joined UofT’s Faculty of Law in 1995, and became the Dean in 2006. She teaches private and 
public law, supervises graduate students and publishes extensively. This will be her fifth year serving as 
the Provost of Trinity College. The Provost is responsible for setting the direction of Trinity, and   
frequently hosts events in her lodge in Trin Proper with her adorable puppy, Alfie! 
 
The Assistant Provost: Jonathan Steels 
This will be Dr. Jonathan Steels’ fourth year as the Assistant Provost of Trinity! Previously, he served as 
the Dean of Students, meaning he really knows everything there is to know about student life here at 
Trin. He received his Ph.D. in Biochemistry from the University of Toronto back in 2008. 
 
The Dean of Arts: Michael Ratcliffe 
Professor Michael Ratcliffe is Professor of Immunology at the University of Toronto. He previously 
served as the Chair of the Department of Immunology, University of Toronto. He received his Ph.D. from 
the University of London. He has been President of the Canadian Society for Immunology and the 
Canadian Federation of Biological Societies. 
 
The Dean of Students: Kristen Moore 
This will be Dean Moore’s seventh year as Dean of Students at Trinity College! Previously, she worked as 
the associate registrar at Trinity, and before that she was the Assistant Dean of Students. She resides in 
St. Hilda’s (with her adorable dog, Oakley) and is responsible for the student life aspects of the college. 
Her office (located in the Student Services Centre) is an excellent place to go if you have any 
questions/concerns during your time here! 
 
The Assistant Dean of Students, Residence Life: Adam Hogan 
Adam is entering his eleventh year as Assistant Dean of Students. He’s incredibly approachable and 
really easy to chat with about anything from his addiction to CGA (otherwise known as Cranberry Ginger 
Ale) to serious student life issues. Adam is often seen at Trinity social events keeping a watchful eye to 
make sure that everyone is having fun and no one is swinging from the chandeliers. Adam’s office is 
located on the main floor of Trinity Proper, in the Student Services Centre. He can often be found 
around Trinity Campus with his Instagram famous dog, @KeepItCarter. 
 
The Assistant Dean of Students, Student Life: Cameron McBurney  
This is Cam’s third year at Trinity College. Previously, Cam worked and studied at New College (you will 
often see him wearing his #NewCollege apparel). Cam is responsible for everything related to student 
life, and takes particular interest in the Quad Couch. If you plan to run any events at the College, you’ll 



 

work closely with Cam. Cam’s office is also in the Student Services Centre.  
 
The Registrar: Nelson De Melo 
Known as the god of registration, financial aid, and course changes. He and his staff are always helpful 
for getting you into or out of courses. They also deal with any other issues you may have that involve the 
University at large. If you have questions about almost anything academic, the Registrar’s office will help 
you turn off your panic mode button and assist in your navigation through undergraduate studies. The 
Registrar’s Office is located in the Student Services Centre. 
 
The Bursar: Jason MacIntyre 
Entering his sixth year here, Jason MacIntyre was previously the Dean of Residence at Graduate House, 
UofT. Anything that has to do with your money has to do with him. Jason will also work closely with the 
Trinity College Meeting Treasurer.  
 
The Chaplain: Rev. Andrea Budgey 
Rev. Budgey is the Humphrys Chaplain to the University of Trinity College and the St. George campus of 
the University of Toronto. She is responsible for the Chapel and its various services. The Chaplain is 
always open to meeting and discussing any questions or concerns you may have! Rev. Budgey 
encourages students to use the Chapel as a quiet space. It’s a nice place to take a breather and catch up 
with yourself! 
 
Building Manager: Tim Connelly 
Tim looks after all the maintenance of the physical place. He manages the renovation and renewal of the 
College, and all the engineers are under his direction. His office is in the basement of Trinity below 
Strachan Hall. 
 
Building Services Manager: Quain Buchanan 
Quain’s job is to oversee the maintenance staff and to make sure that everything at the College is kept 
spotless, which is a tough job. Messages can be left for him through the Welcome Desk, or you can look 
for him “surveying” the Quad by day. 
 
To find more information about the other Staff, Administration, Fellows of the College check out 
db.trinity.utoronto.ca/People/. 

 
 
 
 



 

III. Student Heads 
The six student Heads at Trinity work together to serve the community at the College and ensure your 
experience is as good as it can get! All of the Heads are great resources for information and advice. 
While the Heads share many overlapping duties (such as running common rooms and sitting on various 
committees), the Heads of College deal primarily with internal and external governance and policy, the 
Heads of Arts with student life, and the Heads of Non-Resident Affairs with non-resident issues and 
integration.  
 
If you ever have any problems, questions, or just want to chat, the Heads are always available. They’ve 
all been in your shoes before, and are happy to offer advice and lead you through the confusing and 
wonderful world that is Trinity. Be sure to follow @TrinityCollegeHeads on Instagram, like the Trin 
Heads page on Facebook, and follow @TrinHeads on Twitter for updates! 
 

 
  



 

Co-Head of Arts: Angie Luo 
 
 

 
 

ang.luo@mail.utoronto.ca 
 
gmorning and welcome to Trin!! 
 
I’m Angie and I’m one of the Co-Heads of Arts. My role involves working within the internal governance 
structures at Trinity, supporting students and student life, and trying to help you no matter what the 
situation is. So first things first, always always always feel free to send me an email, knock on my door 
(Whit 222) or shoot me a message on Facebook with any questions, concerns, or ideas you want to talk 
through. 
 
Outside of my role at Trin, I’m a third year studying International Relations, Public Policy and American 
Studies. In the wider UofT sphere, I’m involved with the Political Science Course Union (Association of 
Political Science Students) and the Undergraduate Journal of American Studies. Most likely however, 
you’ll find me lounging watching some comedy TV show, watching Jeopardy going “ohhhh” as if I knew 
the answer (definitely did not), or hanging around the Welcome Desk being clingy. 
 
This year brings some pretty wild changes and challenges, but I’m still extremely excited by what we can 
do as a community! Look out for events we’ll be hosting - I am so eager to meet you all in person or 
virtually!! 
 

  



 

Co-Head of Arts: Shashwat Aggarwal 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
s.aggarwal@mail.utoronto.ca 

 
Hello hello and welcome to Trinity! 
 
My name is Shashwat Aggarwal and I am going to be one of your Co-Head of Arts for the year at Trinity 
College! I am entering my third year doing a double major in Economics and Cognitive Science! While 
this has been a depressing year so far, my aim will be to work with Angie to ensure that we can still have 
a blast!  
 
I’m an international student from New Delhi, India who’s here to have an awesome time at Trinity 
College while also making sure that I graduate next year (RIP International student fees). If you’re an 
international student and want to talk to someone while reminiscing about home, hit me up! I’ve been 
part of multiple Trinity College clubs over the span of these past two years and I’ve co-founded two 
clubs which are super close to my heart - Trinity College International Friends and Trinity College Games 
Club. You can find me in 2nd Massey in St. Hilda’s College either studying or playing League or Smash.  
 
While it might be difficult to host events and organize parties this year for obvious reasons, I’m always 
here to support you guys and any ideas if you guys might have! Feel free to message me on Facebook or 
find me around the College!  

  



 

Co-Head of Non-Resident Affairs: Cindy Lui 
 
 

 
 

cindy.lui@mail.utoronto.ca 
 
Hey friends! I’m Cindy and I am excited to be your Female Head of Non-Resident Affairs. I am entering 
my third year doing a double major in Criminology and Ethics, Society, & Law, with a minor in political 
science. Feel free to ask me any questions about these programs!  
 
I was born and raised in Markham, but have always loved taking the subway to Toronto. If you need any 
recommendations on places to go or eat, I can definitely give you some of my favourite places. I joined 
the commuter life in my second year and had the opportunity to sit on the Non-Resident Affairs 
Committee (NRAC) as a year head. Outside of Trin, I am involved with the various U of T Model United 
Nation groups such as SSICsim as a moderator, and NAMUN as a Co-Director of Procedures and Training. 
Would highly recommend joining U of T based clubs to meet people from the different colleges! 
 
I am looking forward to working with my NRAC team this year to change our in-person events to an 
online format! I would really like to create a strong sense of community this year for non-resident 
students, especially since we’ve been hit with the pandemic! I am always down to chat about anything 
whether it be personal, social, or academic and If you need someone to listen, I am also here for you! I 
cannot wait to meet you guys, but stay safe and see you all soon! 



 

Social Life at Trinity 
I. Key Social Events 
Trinity College is renowned, probably throughout the globe, for its excellent formal events complete 
with dazzling decorations and beautifully attired attendees. From Toga Party during Orientation Week to 
Quad Party on the last day of classes, Trinity is known throughout campus for our killer parties. Along 
with various smaller social events run by student groups, Trinity holds three key formal events that are 
always the highlight of the Trinity Social Calendar. While all of these may seem like a distant dream 
now because of COVID, we promise that as soon as things get better, the awesome parties will be 
making a comeback. 
 

Saints’ Ball 
The year begins with the Saints’ Charity Ball during the fall semester. Historically, it has taken place in St. 
Hilda’s. In recent years, however, Trinity students have trekked it to some of Toronto’s nicest venues. 
Leading up to the Ball, there is a full week of activities and traditions (complete with coffee house, High 
Table, archive tour, and events related to the year’s theme) to build anticipation for the big night. 
Students interested in Co-Chairing the event can bring a proposal to the TCM, where feedback and a 
vote is held. Important to Saints is its philanthropic focus, meaning all of the money raised goes to a 
charity of the students’ choice!  
 

Bubbly 
The name speaks for itself – champagne, camaraderie, and flute clinking - Bubbly is a night of 
indulgence. Traditionally taking place in December, students celebrate the end of term and drink away 
the fears of exams with a night of endlessly flowing bubbly! Bubbly is held by the Lit, and took place in 
Seeley Hall. Like Saints, Bubbly is now hosted in Toronto’s most decadent venues (most recently, Dance 
Cave).  
 

Conversazione (Conversat) 
Like prom, but with fewer poorly concealed flasks and matching dress-vest combos and more delicious 
appetizers and glitter (plus it's a lot more fun)! This is the most formal event of the year, and was 
historically held in Strachan Hall, but has since moved off-campus. Taking place in February, it’s 
considered the winter counterpart to Saints. As with Saints, a whole week of goodies will lead up to this 
event. Proposals are submitted to the Lit, where they vote on which to move forward with each year. 
 
Fun Fact: The Trinity College Athletic Association (TCAA) also holds their own annual celebration called 
the “Athletic”. This has taken on a lot of different forms: “Bubbletic” collaboration with the Lit, and 
historically a Buttery Party where people don their actives to dance the night away. The TCAA also holds 
a Banquet at the end of the year to hand out their numerous awards.  
 

 



 

II. Clubs 
When it comes to clubs, Trinity definitely has something for everyone. Many clubs meet regularly, while 
others may have more “impromptu” events. The beauty about Trinity is that you can start a club for 
whatever interests you (if there isn’t one already!). 
 

List (LIST!) of Trinity Clubs 
Below is a list of the three main clubs at Trinity, and a list of a bunch more, but it is by no means 
exhaustive. There are many more clubs than those listed here, so much that it is actually hard to keep 
up with them all sometimes. Of course, we really encourage you to participate in as many as you can. 
Not only are they a great way to meet people, they’re also fun, and often, quite influential. If you get 
here and discover there isn’t a club for something you really want to do, talk to one of your Head of Arts 
and we’ll guide you through the simple process to start your own! The Trinity Clubs fair will take place 
during orientation week, so be sure to attend. 
 
The Trinity College Literary Institute 
The TCLI (or “the LIT”) is one of the pillars of life at Trinity College. If you are interested in discovering 
what Trin is all about, the Lit is perhaps the first and best place to start – it contains the main elements 
of Trinity: tradition, involvement, humour, and discourse. The LIT is unique in that it was founded in 
1848, and therefore, predates the College itself. It also owns the distinction of being both the oldest 
student society in Canada and the oldest debating society in North America. That being said, the Lit is 
anything but conventional, combining elements of the traditional debate with the unpredictable nature 
of improv and stand up comedy. Think of it as a House of Commons meets Saturday Night Live and 
you’ve got a pretty good idea. 
 
A typical Lit debate will begin with the reading of a resolution such as, “BIRT [Be It Resolved That] it is 
better to date a tin man than to date a Trin man.” This resolution will be debated by four debaters, two 
in favor of the resolution (Government) and two against it (Opposition). Some debaters adhere to strict 
argumentation while others will sing a song, draw explanatory pictures, or just be very intoxicated. In 
most cases, hilarity ensues. These debates are usually held once a week, on Wednesday nights, in the 
JCR. This year, debates will be continuing online! 
 
The Lit organizes other events throughout the year that form the lifeblood of the College. Beginning 
with the introductory Quad Debate in September, they then host the traditional burning of the Guy 
Fawkes effigy in November, which is a giant conflagration escorted by great pomp and gusto. Bubbly, 
their champagne gala in December, will certainly show you a wonderful night. Perhaps the biggest event 
sponsored by the Lit is Conversat, the formal ball in February. This is just a taste of what the Lit has to 
offer, and if you are interested in debating during the year, please contact the Government or 
Opposition House Leaders – you shall debate forthwith. 
 
The TCAA 
The Trinity College Athletics Association is responsible for organizing dozens of intramural and 
recreational sports teams, as well as the Athletic Ball and the Athletic Banquet. All tastes and abilities 
are accounted for. From volleyball to soccer to softball to inner-tube water polo, you can sign up to play 
for any one or all of our teams once intramural sports continue at UofT! 
 



 

The Trinity College Dramatic Society 
The TCDS puts on three or four major productions a year from Trinity’s own theatre, the George 
Ignatieff Theatre (GIT). In September, they also host Shakespeare in the Quad, an annual event that 
attracts students, administration, and lovers of the Bard from outside the College. Among the 
productions we put on, some scripts may be written by Trinity students themselves, and the acting, 
directing, producing, designing and technical positions are all open to Trinity students as well. Auditions 
are held before each play and everyone is invited to try out. In addition, the first year class is entirely 
responsible for producing a play in December. At the end of the school year, the TCDS hosts “the Iggies”, 
Trinity’s own version   of the Academy Awards, where awards are handed out by Trinity’s Academy. Be 
sure to catch as many plays as possible! 
 
More fun ways to get involved: 
Trinity College Volunteer Society (TCVS) – responsible for organizing various volunteer initiatives 
throughout the year 
Rainbow Trin – Trinity’s LGBTQ Alliance 
Trinity College Environmental Society – For saving the Earth, starting with Trin 
Trinity College Mental Health Initiative – who always have a breadth of amazing resources and events 
Trinity College Chinese Student Association – representing Trin’s Chinese student community, and they 
organize one of the best high tables of the year!  
Trinity College South Asian Students' Society 
Trinity College Arts Council 
Trinity College Historical Society 
Trinity College JEWSS 
Trinity Against Sexual Assault and Harassment 
Trinity College Trivia Association 
Trinity College Women in Leadership 
Zoom Bike 
Trinclusion 
UAAC 
Trinity College Art Show 
Trinity College Computer Science Club 
Trinity College Crafting Club 
Trinity College Fiction Writers 
Trinity College Multicultural Society 
Trinity College Outdoors Society 
Beyond Sciences Initiative, Trinity 
And many, many ... many more. 
 

How to Start a Club 
Every year, lots of new clubs are created, frequently by first year students. Grab a group of your friends, 
follow these steps, and you’ll be on your way! If you have any questions/need any help, be sure to ask 
any of the Student Heads! 
 
Step 1: Mandate 
Submit a club recognition form, including a brief description of what your club will do, whom it will 
serve, what the structure of its executive will be, and when it will meet. 



 

Your mandate will need to be approved by the Trinity College Board of Stewards (TCBS) and then be 
passed by the Trinity College Meeting (TCM). It’s a good idea to show up (as in actually be at the 
meeting) when your mandate is being considered, as board members and participants at the TCM will 
want to ask you questions about it. An example club mandate, and the forms to complete, are available 
on https://www.trinstudents.com/important-documents.  
 
Step 2: Budget 
If you want funding, you’ll need to submit a budget. A sample budget and a template is available on 
https://www.trinstudents.com/important-documents. Budgets list revenue sources (often just a 
contribution of student money requested from the TCM), and expenditures (a list of items you wish to 
spend money on). Budgets must be discussed by the TCM Finance Committee (FC) and then approved by 
the TCM. Clubs in their first year do not receive greater than $400 annually, but in specific cases 
exemptions can be made. One executive member must show up to the FC to answer questions when 
your budget is considered. 
 
Step 3: Running Your Club 
Once your mandate and budget are approved, you’ll be able to operate. Congratulations!  Remember: 
you have received approval to spend money on specific line items. If you deviate from these (for 
instance, if you decide to spend $100 on one meeting’s worth of refreshments instead of the $25 each 
at 4 meetings which you initially requested), you may not be eligible for reimbursement for expenses 
that you incur. The TCM will not write you a cheque for your full budget. Instead, you will need to 
submit receipts for purchases you make to the TCM treasurer, via the Reimbursement Request Google 
Form on https://www.trinstudents.com/important-documents, and they will issue you a cheque, 
provided the expenses fit your approved budget. Keep your receipts, and take photos of ‘em! 
 

University of Toronto Clubs 
As a Trinity student, not only can you participate in Trinity clubs, you’re also able to join any of the 
hundreds of clubs run UofT wide! From multiple mental health initiatives to the Molecular Genetics & 
Microbiology Student Union, hundreds of different clubs are offered here at UofT, and we encourage 
you to join the ones that interest you! Make sure to check out the UofT Clubs Fair during Orientation 
Week to learn more about all the different established clubs at UofT! 
 
 

III. Student Publications 
 

Salterrae 
The Salterrae is Trinity College’s quarterly newspaper/magazine, and it is published using wry wit to 
inform members of the College about upcoming events, hot issues, and current topics. It welcomes both 
humorous and thought-provoking pieces and anyone can contribute. In fact, contributions aren’t just 
welcome -- they’re necessary, so make your writing talents and ideas known. 
 

Stephanos 



 

The yearbook of Trinity College always needs people to help out. A word of warning— be ready to 
candidly appear in the backgrounds of College event photos. Avoid cameras unless you’re absolutely 
certain you haven’t just spilled a drink all over yourself. 
 

The Trinity University Review 
The Review showcases poetry, short stories, photography, and artwork, including works by students and 
alumni. Remember to look out for the call for submissions! It’s a consistently entertaining and 
interesting journal, so be sure to pick it up—it’s free because you pay for it through your incidental fees! 
Even better, draw stuff, photograph stuff, and write stuff, and you might get published! 
 
 

IV. Non-Resident Life At Trinity 
Congrats! You don’t have to eat Strachan food for the whole year. We want to emphasize right off the 
bat how much of a plus this is. While you might be a bit apprehensive about living off campus during 
your first year, in reality, you get to enjoy all the good parts that the Trinity community has to offer 
while still getting to sleep in your own bed every night (well, maybe not every night necessarily. Some 
parties go pretty late, you know?) 
 
As a non-resident student at Trinity, you’re a vital part of every aspect of College life, from TCMs to 
social life and everything in between. Non-resident students make up the majority of the student 
population (75%) so it’s in your best interests to make your voice heard and have a say in how your 
student fees are spent. Coming to the TCM is crucial to making sure that Trinity is as non-res friendly as 
possible. We want to hear what you have to say, and hope you’ll share. The Non-Resident Affairs 
Committee (NRAC) is here to advocate for your interests and make sure you feel comfortable and 
welcome on campus. Your Heads of NRAC are here as your guides to life as a non-resident student and 
can offer you helpful tips and advice on how to get, and stay, involved. 
 

Non-Resident Affairs Committee 
 
The NRAC is composed of 14 elected students. Each year Trinity elects one male and one female to serve 
on NRAC and as Co-Heads of Non-Resident Affairs. During First Year Elections in September, NRAC will 
be holding elections for First Year Heads, so come out to these elections if you are interested in 
becoming part of the NRAC Executive! In upper years, you can also be elected to serve as Treasurer, 
Secretary, Events or Communication Coordinator of the NRAC. The Heads of NRAC are your one-stop 
shop to any questions you might have about general College life and any specific concerns you may have 
as a non-resident student. Contact your beloved Head, Cindy Lui, if you are interested in joining the 
NRAC in September and look out for lots of opportunities to get involved!! 
 
NRAC’s homebase is the NRAC Common Room located in the back corner of Melinda Seaman Hall. 
Unfortunately, the common room will be closed for the year, but rest assured, there will be lots of game 
nights, zoom calls, and maybe even snacks in the Buttery for those of you who might have to pop in for 
in-person classes! NRAC will also be hosting office hours so keep your eye out for that! Feel free to drop 
in and chat with the NRAC exec about anything from how horrible the TTC is to Netflix shows like 
Riverdale! 



 

 

Tips and Tricks 
 
Meals 
 
Since most people will be at home this semester, we highly encourage you to take pics of what you’re 
cooking up at home and tagging @trinnrac on instagram! For those of you who will be on campus, we 
highly recommend that you either eat in the Buttery by paying with your debit or credit or using Flex 
Dollars.  
 
Gowns 
Gowns must be worn for the High Table in Strachan Hall, which is held on Wednesdays at 6:30pm. You 
might consider getting your own gown, not only because gowns are a glorious tradition dating back to 
the earliest days of Oxbridge academia, but for convenience’s sake as well— you’ll need one to 
participate in traditions such as gowning-in, TCMs and the Lit. However, gowns are pricey, and you can 
definitely borrow them if you need to from the Trinity Welcome Desk. 
 
Pro Tip: Be aware, gowns rented from the Welcome Desk may run out for special events, including 
Christmas, Thanksgiving, and Lunar New Year dinners. Be sure to get there early to secure one!  
 
Lockers 
Non-res students may purchase a locker through the Dean’s Office for a small yearly fee; this can really 
come in handy! When you rent one, the admin will be able to tell you where yours is located.  
 
Non-Resident Rooms 
An amazing resource which unfortunately won’t be available this year because of COVID restrictions are 
the non-resident rooms for commuter students. But pre-COVID, this is how they worked… 
If you plan on staying late, and are unable to stay with a friend, two non-resident rooms are available on 
a nightly basis, one in St. Hilda’s and one in Trinity. These rooms can be booked through the Welcome 
Desk for a nominal linen service fee. The non-res rooms are also useful if you have a morning exam 
scheduled but you live far from campus. 
Unfortunately, with only two non-resident rooms available, they tend to be booked quickly during exam 
periods and for the nights of big parties, so plan ahead. And don’t forget, you can always ask your 
friendly neighbourhood Head if you can crash in their common room. Most of them have spare blankets 
and pillows put away just for the occasion so don’t be shy! 
 
Getting Involved 
Being active in student life as a non-resident student can seem daunting at first, but it’s important to 
keep in mind that everyone is rooting for you to succeed at the task, especially fellow non-res upper 
years. The good news is that Trinity is small, and getting involved here is much easier than it is at one of 
the larger colleges. This year, since most events will be online, try to attend as many events as you can! 
Try to attend one specific club’s events this year and then apply for an executive position in the next! If 
you need a talk, try the Heads. Additionally, NRAC is here to help facilitate your involvement - 
throughout the year we will host events. If you find trouble trying to get involved with the Trinity 
community, consider looking outside as well. UofT has some amazing clubs and resources for even the 
most obscure of interests. Once you’ve done that, we say bring your experiences and what you’ve 



 

learned back with you to Trin and improve our community. Always remember that your voices matter, 
your experiences are valuable and you have a place here. 
 

V. How To Not Get Expelled 
Well, it’s actually pretty hard to get kicked out of this place. But that doesn’t mean you should try (or 
does it?)! Reading rules and regulations is a whole lot less fun than doing Orientation activities or going 
shopping (or even smacking yourself in the face with a hammer, frankly). But please bear with us for a 
few minutes. As mindless and downright encumbering as rules can be at times, they are here for a 
reason: they ensure that when you, the ambitious Trin student, a to-be graduate from Law School, 
finding work won’t be hindered by a criminal record. Also, rules tend to keep the place from plunging 
into total anarchy and chaos... at least most of the time. Here is a full list of policies at Trinity that would 
be good to familiarize yourself with if you want to practice for law school. 
 

Residence Rules 
The Residence Rules (found in the Residence Agreement, a lengthy package of regulations that you will 
have received with your residence information) are definitely useful to know. Not only do they include 
handy things like meal times and etiquette, they also outline the important rules about living in 
residence, and breaching those rules can have serious consequences, not just on your standing at 
Trinity, but on your own personal safety and that of those around you. 
 

Community Standards 
Another large document you should really consider taking a look through is the Community Standards 
document. This document addresses important topics including: noise, alcohol and cannabis, common 
areas, guests, and safety, as well as sanction processes and your right to appeal.  
 

Alcohol Policy 
Trinity’s Alcohol Policy Document is another stack of papers you should read over. It covers the penalties 
for misuse of alcohol on school property. This was very recently updated, and the rules are fairly 
detailed. 
 
Key takeaway: You are allowed to consume alcohol in residence rooms, but not in the hallways.  
 

Episkopon Policy 
Episkopon is an organization formerly associated with Trinity College. It was formed in 1858 and was 
associated with the College until 1992, at which time the College formally dissociated itself from 
Episkopon. The current relationship between the College and Episkopon is defined by a document 
entitled “Trinity College: Policy on Episkopon”. We encourage you to read this document. In 2020, after 
students brought up concerns about Episkopon’s actions and impacts on various parts of our 
community, Episkopon was formally dissolved and no longer exists in any capacity. If you are still 
confused, or would like further information, don’t hesitate to discuss your concerns with any of your 
Heads or the Administration. 



 

Beyond The Bubble 
The ‘Trin Bubble’ is a very real thing… sometimes it’s nice to get out and explore the university and the 
city of Toronto! Here are a few ideas to get you started: 
 

I. The University 
 
With everything that goes on right here at Trin, it’s easy to forget that we’re in the middle of the largest 
university in Canada. With upwards of 55,000 undergraduate students alone, it is easy to feel like you’re 
at sea. You might not really grasp how big the St. George Campus is until you have a class in Convocation 
Hall with 1,500 other kids. Or maybe until you have to get from a class in the Earth Sciences Auditorium 
to one at St. Mike’s in ten minutes. Not to worry, within a week or two you’ll have discovered many 
shortcuts and alternate routes that will get you there faster. There is more to the University than just 
classes, of course. While it’s hard to imagine life outside the heaven on earth we know as Trin, there are 
actually a few things worth checking out… 
 

Koffler Student Services Centre  
T-Cards are your official University of Toronto student ID card. They are used for swiping for meals, 
signing out library resources, entering the gyms and other buildings, booking study rooms, signing up for 
Health and Wellness appointments, as identification in exams, and for many more purposes (show your 
T-Card at Shoppers or Metro for a discount!). You can get a T-Card at the T-Card Office, located in the 
Koffler Student Centre. For office hours and required documents, please refer to tcard.utoronto.ca/how-
to-get-your-first-tcard/.  
 

The Bookstore 
214 College St. www.uoftbookstore.com 
In this case of buying textbooks, laziness is actually a virtue, because in the first week of classes, your 
professors will usually tell you which books you REALLY need, and which ones you could borrow from 
the library, or which books you’ll only need for one class, even though they cost $99.99. Not that we’re 
bitter or anything. But seriously, the bad thing about waiting to buy your books is that you will probably 
spend hours going to the bookstore, looking for a booklist, looking for your books in crowded aisles, 
finding out that they’re out of stock, walking home, and coming back again the next day. Then you have 
to pay for the books, and line-ups can be HELL. 
 
Smart Tip: In the first week, don’t shop for books during the afternoon or early evening. Check to see if 
the cashier upstairs is free. The ones downstairs are always packed! 
 
Smarter Tip: Buy used textbooks whenever possible! The Discount Book Store is on the south side of 
College Street across from the U of T bookstore and they sometimes have the exact course textbooks 
you’re looking for at a discount price. Upper-year students often sell their textbooks in the Trin 
Facebook group. Additionally, there’s a wider UofT Textbook Exchange Group.  
 



 

Hart House 
7 Hart House Circle https://harthouse.ca/ 
Besides having stunning architecture, Hart House has been one of the most important aspects of 
student life at the University for over one hundred years. Housing athletic facilities and dozens of clubs, 
with everything from debating to music to yoga to filmmaking, Hart House is one of the best places to 
start getting involved in extracurricular life outside of Trinity College and to meet tons of people. Hart 
House is governed and run by students, so if you’re interested in student politics, there are plenty of 
committees and meetings to keep you busy, as well as potential on-campus job opportunities (most of 
these are reserved for OSAP students, so check to make sure you qualify). Hart House will be open this 
year but with restrictions and different degrees of openness based on their different programs, so check 
out their website for more information! 
 

University of Toronto Student Union (UTSU) 
12 Hart House Circle www.utsu.ca 
UTSU is the student council for all full-time undergraduates at U of T, situated in the old observatory 
building in Hart House Circle. Quite frankly, most students’ interaction with UTSU extends to getting 
their refund for the health and dental plans which UTSU provides and maybe buying a discounted TTC 
Metropass (quite handy, if not a necessity, for commuter students). Keep your eyes and ears peeled for 
more information on health insurance refunds in September, because the “opt-out” period can pass by 
before you knew it existed. You might want to also check out the used book exchange and several other 
useful services. 
 

Libraries 
Different libraries will be open at varying degrees so it’s always good to check out the website for more 
information. 
 
There are plenty of these on campus, some huge and scary-looking (like Robarts), but also some for very 
specific subjects (like Aerospace). Libraries are also another great place to look for on-campus job 
opportunities. While we have a soft spot for our very own Graham Library, there are many to explore 
across campus, and we recommend you check them out. For example, Gerstein library, the Medical and 
Sciences library on Kings College Circle, has a wonderful newly renovated study space. Even the Royal 
Ontario Museum has two libraries you can use. Everyone has their own preference for their ideal study 
space, and at the University there is something for everyone, so shop around a little and find a place you 
like—then you might actually get some work done! 
 
Many people will head for Robarts Library. From just about anywhere on campus, you should be able to 
see the giant towering monstrosity which looks like a concrete peacock from the outside (or, if you 
believe the memes, a turkey). This year, Robarts will be opening the newly constructed Robarts 
Commons (which includes new, 24-hour study spaces).   
 
As a last resort, the Toronto Reference Library is just a few minutes north of Yonge and Bloor. This place 
is great because you can’t take books out. This means when it’s the day before your essay is due and the 
only book on Titian in the entire U of T library system is in Scarborough and won’t come in for a week, 
the TRL will have what you’re looking for. It can be a lifesaver! 
 



 

Smart Tip: There are many duplicate books spread around the University’s library system. You can use 
the online catalogue to find which libraries have your book of interest. The catalogue also indicates 
where in the library stacks the book is located. If you need help, ask a librarian! Every first year is 
assigned a personal librarian.  
 
Smarter Tip: The reason why people are forced to love Robarts is because it is the only library on 
campus that is open 24 hours during the week when school is in session. Check its hours of service 
online for more information. 
 

Athletic Facilities (conditional on whether they open 
this year…check out their individual website for info!) 
 
Goldring Centre 
Located right beside St.Hilda’s on Devonshire, the Goldring Centre is UofT’s “high performance gym”. 
What this means in reality is that the Varsity Football team will often designate the top floor for their 
team workouts. This gym is great for powerlifting with lots of racks and free weights. They also have lots 
of treadmills, a few ellipticals, two rowing machines, two bikes, a few stair climbers for those who seek 
more of a cardio workout. Lot’s of Yoga and fitness classes are held in the studio on the top floor, which 
are free for students to drop-in on. A schedule of these classes can be found on the KPE website. Staff 
are always available to help you out and can be found wearing red shirts. Rollers, jump ropes, and other 
items can be signed out from the front desk with your T-Card. Goldring gets really busy around dinner 
time, so avoid those times if you don’t want to wait for a machine to open up.  
 
Athletic Centre 
The Athletic centre is a short 10 min walk from Trinity down Harbord, past Robarts, at the corner of 
Spadina. It boats an Olympic sized swimming pool (look out for the Trinity “Trinner Tube” Inner tube 
water polo intramural sign ups Facebook post), an indoor track, weightlifting room, tennis 
court/dodgeball  courts/basketball courts (yes they are all the same), and lot’s of machines.  
 
Hart House 
Hart House’s gym is accessed through the basement, where the locker rooms and pool (through the 
back of the locker rooms) are located as well. Hart House has basketball courts, dance/fitness studios, a 
banked indoor track, lots of machines, a cardio room, and a weight lifting room. You are sure to 
complete any and all of your desired work outs here!  
 
Trinity Gym 
Trin boasts its own gym located in Sub-Cosgrave. Whether you want to burn off those Strachan Hall 
calories or take much needed study break, this gym does it all. Though it is much smaller, it is definitely 
a perk not having to walk outside to get to the gym in the winter months! You can also work out with 
your friends, play music, and (usually) not have to worry about if your machine is being used. The gym 
was very recently (winter 2019-2020) renovated as well with all new equipment and walls for better 
gym and gainz vibes. 
 
 



 

II. The City 
 
Beyond the University’s campus there is a thriving world-class city full of wonderful places to eat, drink, 
and shop, along with some of the dirtiest washrooms in the universe. Just for your future reference, 
here are some highlights! 
 

Getting Around Toronto  
Much of what Toronto has to offer is within walking distance of the university. But, for those times 
when you don’t feel like walking, or you’re in really fancy shoes, two of the more practical ways to get 
around are the public Toronto Transit Commission and Uber/Lyft. A subway fare is $3.25 and you can 
get almost anywhere (with transfers) on the TTC. 
 
Smart Tip: Student fares for the TTC are reduced. You can change your fare type on the Presto website, 
by verifying your enrolment at the University. Ask the NRAC Heads how to do this if you have any 
questions! You can also ask for Student/Senior tickets at the attendant’s booth. These are sold in 
multiples of 5 for a reduced student fare.   
 

Food 
In terms of restaurants, there’s no way to begin listing all of the great places to eat in the area. But, a 
couple of sure bets are on Bloor Street, west of Avenue Road for fast food, and west of Spadina for 
restaurants of all types to fix any craving! Baldwin Street (just south of College Street) is home to an 
eclectic mix of Chinese, Italian, Japanese, and Mexican, and features some of the best patios in the city. 
If you’re feeling like a gourmet, try the restaurants in the Yorkville district, but just make sure your 
wallet is loaded. If all else fails, there is a 24-hour Tim Horton’s at the corner of Bedford and Bloor, a 
Starbucks located at 1 Bedford, and a NEW McDonald’s across from the ROM. 
 
Smart Tip: The best place to browse through hundreds of restaurant options is www.blogto.com. The 
“best of” lists featured on this website are the easiest way to find just what you’re looking for in the city, 
at any price range. 
 
Smarter Tip: The “best of” lists are not only for restaurants! They have everything, including the best 
vintage stores, hairdressers, cafes, vinyl shops, theatres and even laundromats. 
 

Alcohol 
There are many LCBOs and Beer Stores around. The closest LCBO to campus can be found in the 
Manulife Centre at Bay & Bloor, or at Dupont & Madison if you live in the Annex. The Beer Store is also 
conveniently located on Spadina just south of Bloor. Check out their websites for more locations and 
store hours. You can also ask your Heads of Arts about other places to purchase alcohol. Wine Rack is 
also located at Spadina & Bloor. 
 

Shopping 
Whether you want used records or hand-stitched Italian leather underwear, there are plenty of great 
areas to shop around Toronto. For upscale and stylish, you can’t beat Yorkville and Bloor St. West. For 



 

slightly less expensive but still trendy, hit Queen St. West or the vintage stores in Kensington Market at 
Spadina & Dundas. When nothing but a mall will do, head to the Eaton Centre at Yonge & Dundas or 
Yorkdale Mall at the Yorkdale subway stop on the University-Spadina line. 
 

Culture 
As one of the most diverse cities in the world, Toronto is always alive with arts and culture. Take some 
time to explore the many cultural neighbourhoods in the city (if only for the phenomenal cuisine): 
Chinatown on Spadina, Greektown on the Danforth or the Indian Bazaar on Gerrard. If you’re looking for 
entertainment, there are endless options for any type of theatre, music, dance or any artistic 
performance you could hope to enjoy. Check out the National Ballet, Canadian Opera Company (ask 
Christine Sutcliffe for recommendations!) or Toronto Symphony Orchestra for some classical 
entertainment or take in a Shakespeare show at the outdoor theatre in High Park over the summer. 
Mirvish productions, known for its spectacular musicals and plays, own a number of theatres in the 
Entertainment District (in the south end of the city) where you can go see a show. Not to mention the 
thousands of concerts in venues ranging from small to enormous (the Rogers Centre holds about 50,000 
people) that take place all over the city throughout the year. 
 
There are some incredible museums and art galleries in Toronto, many of which have student discounts 
or special offers. The Royal Ontario Museum (at Bloor & Avenue – you can’t miss it) is one of the world’s 
best for natural history and ancient civilizations and is free for students on Tuesdays. The Art Gallery of 
Ontario (at Dundas & McCaul) is free Wednesdays after 6:00pm. There are also loads of smaller, 
independent art galleries to explore near Queen & Ossington (and the shopping is great there too). If 
you don’t feel like walking to one of these fine establishments, check out the Toronto Museum Project 
online at www.torontomuseumproject.ca to view artifacts and learn more about Toronto’s history from 
the comfort of your own home. 
 
Pro tip: Most of these theatres and museums offer student discounts or student events. To name a few, 
the Canadian Opera Company offers Dress Rehearsal tickets and “30 Under 30” tickets which include 
social events before their performances for patrons under 30. The Toronto Symphony Orchestra offers 
“TD Sound Check” where tickets in all of the venue’s sections can be purchased for as little as $15-$19! 
The ROM is free for students on Tuesdays if you present your T Card. To explore more options, check 
out the offerings from UofT and Toronto Public Libraries. 
 

Bars/Clubs/Pubs 
Pleasepleaseplease engage safely in these aspects of our community given COVID. This section as of 
now should be referred to for information purposes rather than as an encouragement to go out. Stay 
safe and keep everyone around you safe! 
 
Walk about 10 minutes in any direction from Trinity College, and you’ll pass dozens of fine drinking 
establishments (it’s as if there’s some kind of connection between university students and alcohol...). 
Here’s a short list of some of our favorites when you’re looking for licensed fun: 
The Duke of York on Bedford 
Wrongbar or the Mod Club on Queen West 
The Lab on Bloor St. W 
The Social on Queen West 
Sneaky Dee's on College 



 

Augusta House or Cold Tea in Kensington Market 
Eat My Martini on College 
Insomnia on Bloor St. W 
The Madison on Madison Ave. 
And many, many, many more! 

Survival Tips 
I. Academic Resources 
 

Academic Dons 
Another great thing about Trinity is our Academic Don program. Scattered throughout both of the 
residence buildings are our live-in Academic Dons. They are graduate students, each in different 
programs, and they are here to help with academics and residence life! All you have to do is say ‘hi’ in 
person or email to book an appointment with them for a private tutoring session. They can help you 
with a test, an essay, or even just with something you didn’t understand in lecture. For a full list of 
Academic Dons and their contact information, check the board in the lobby of both residences, or at 
here. 
 

Peer Advisors 
Peer counselors are students in the 3rd or 4th year of their programs that provide guidance and advice 
to 1st year students throughout the academic year. They provide unofficial advice and assistance in the 
selection of courses and programs (for the final word, please do see the Registrar's Office). If you are 
studying something pretty far-fetched and there is no Academic Don for your subject, or if you are just 
looking for good advice from people who have been through it before, talk to a Peer Counsellor. More 
information is available online here. 
 

Math Aid Centre 
The Trinity Math Aid Centre is open to all students at the university, and is located on the second floor 
of the Larkin Building. Instructors are Ph.D. students in the Math department. It’s run on an 
appointment basis, but also has drop-in hours every week. You can book appointments and check drop-
in hours at www.trinity.utoronto.ca/student-services/support/math-aid-centre.html. 
 

Writing Centre 
The second floor of the Larkin Building also houses the Trinity Writing Centre. They offer one-on-one, 
confidential, free writing instruction for written course assignments in  any discipline (even the 
sciences!). They won’t write your paper for you, but they can advise on organization, argumentation, 
documentation, grammar and style. Take in your report at any stage of development, from 
conceptualization to the final draft. Book an appointment at the following website: 
www.trinity.utoronto.ca/student-services/support/writing-centre.html. 



 

 

II. Residence Resources  
 
In addition to Student Heads and Academic Dons who live in residence, there is a team of Community 
Advisors (CAs). Community Advisors are undergraduate students living in residence, supporting their 
hallway community. Like the Dons they have received extensive training to help you out. They will also 
host events for their communities to make the most of residence life. Be sure to meet them during 
Orientation Week! Check them out here. 
 

III. Mental Health and Wellness 
 
The years spent at University can be the best of your life, but they can also be some of the hardest. If 
there’s anything you need to talk to someone about, please feel free to speak with the Dean, any of the 
Dons, CAs, Community Advisors, or your Student Heads. Talking to someone is often the first step to 
solving a serious problem. No subject is taboo, whether it is an STD, drugs, suicide, or pregnancy. 
Anything mentioned will be kept strictly confidential. The following are some other places to turn to: 
 
University of Toronto Health Centre:  
214 College Street, Second Floor Toronto, Ontario, M5T 2Z9 
Phone: (416) 978-8030 
www.utoronto.ca/health 
 
University of Toronto Counselling and Psychological Services (CAPS): 
 214 College Street, Main Floor by the Book Store Toronto, Ontario, M5T 2Z9 Phone: (416) 978-8070 
www.caps.utoronto.ca 
 
Sex Education & Peer Counseling Centre: 
2nd Floor, Coach House 42A St. George Street Phone: (416) 978-8732 
sex.ed@utoronto.ca 
www.sec.sa.utoronto.ca 
 
University of Toronto Police: (416) 978-2222  
Sexual Harassment Office: (416) 978-3908 
Planned Parenthood of Toronto: (416) 961-0113 www.ppt.on.ca 
Alcoholics Anonymous Toronto: (416) 487-5591 www.aatoronto.org 
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health: (416) 543-8501 www.camh.net 
 
Community Safety Office (for issues of personal safety on campus): (416) 978-1485 
Assault Counselor (confidential student counseling): (416) 978-0174 
 



 

Final Thoughts 
I. Words Of Wisdom 
 
So 2T4, hopefully, you’ve paid attention while reading and now know your way around the College. If 
not, just ask an upper year or one of the Heads. Here are some pointers to help you get the most out of 
your first year! 
 
DO follow COVID guidelines on residence, around campus, or wherever you are! 
DON’T think you’re immune from Miss Lady Corona. You’re young but you’re not invincible... 
DO attend as many events as you can, both Trin and Uoft offered events! Get to know as many of your 
fellow students as possible! 
DO use the Quad and the outside to its fullest extent before it starts becoming a dreary Toronto winter! 
Get the vitamin D kids. 
DO use the Common Rooms! They’re THE PLACE to chill out, watch TV, watch sports, or even study. Just 
make sure you’re following the posted COVID specific rules. 
DO eat the Strachan cookies. All of them. So delicious. 
DON’T rely solely on the Steam Tunnels to get around – you’ll start to look a lot like Gollum. 
DO join a club, or maybe five. 
DO go to the TCM/High Table(as soon as they start)/The Lit. We have awesome traditions here, try 
them! 
DO befriend other people who are from U of T! There’s just too many amazing people at this university 
to limit yourself to just your own college (even if we ballin’). 
DO break the house rules at least once. 
DON’T stress out! There are plenty of resources here to help you through the year, just ask! 
DO make use of alllll the resources here at Uoft. You’re technically paying for it through your fees so use 
them. From learning strategists, to math aid, and everything in between, never be scared to ask for help 
when you need it. 
DO explore Toronto! Pat yourself on the back for not deciding to go to Western or Queens. 
 
Remember, Trinity is yours for the taking. We’ve barely scratched the surface. Most importantly, 
remember that life at Trinity College is like everything else in life – you get out of it what you put into it. 
Your college experience will be pieced together out of the chances you take and the choices you make. 
You will meet many bright and intelligent people, some articulate, some charmingly incoherent. Some 
will become the best friends you will ever have. Your own personal experience at Trinity will be based 
on what you embrace and what you reject of the College’s offerings and traditions. Trinity is a place 
where progress and tradition are heavily intertwined. Try to make the most of both. 
 
Fifty years from now, when youth is a distant memory (after a couple of years here, it will certainly be a 
hazy one), we hope that you’ll remember Trinity fondly. Think back with a smile on the first friends you 
met, your first time in Con Hall, or simply the lazy afternoons you spend in the Quad. 
 
Now quit reading this, get out there, and have fun! 
 



 

 

II. TrinLife Through The Ages 
 
The TrinLife Handbook first appeared as The Freshman Handbook in 1947. 
 
1st  ed. (1947) G. O. Shepherd (4T8). 
 
George Shepherd became Trinity’s Bursar in 1961. His Handbook was reprinted annually until advice on 
Big Bands and Hula-Hoops became dated. Thus, 1967 found the... 
 
2nd  ed. (1967) John F. Lockyer (6T9)  
3rd  ed. (1968) John F. Lockyer (6T9) 
 
At this point the Handbook merged with the St. Hilda’s Handbook to become “Trin This Year...” 
 
4th  ed. (1969) Richard Reoch (7T0) 
5th  ed. (1970) Geoffrey B. Seaborn (7T3). 
 
Geoff Seaborn’s edition was so good, it was reprinted until 1972. He became Bursar of Trinity in 1990. 
 
7th  ed. (1973) T.L. Shenstone (7T4) 
8th  ed. (1974) Nicholas H. Macklem (7T5)  
9th  ed. (1975) Nicholas H. Macklem (7T5)  
10th  ed. (1976) Tim W. Bermingham (7T6)  
11th  ed. (1977) Dorothy Jean Todd (7T7) 
12th  ed. (1978) Mark A. Askwith (7T8), Susan T. Rowley (7T8), Hamish R. Wilson (7T9)  
13th  ed. (1979) Christopher DuVernet (7T9) & Hamish R.Wilson (7T9) 
14th  ed. (1980) Christopher Matthews (8T1)  
15th  ed. (1981) Robert J. Aiello (8T1) 
16th  ed. (1982) Ian F.W. Leach (8T4)  
17th  ed. (1983) Jennifer L. Irish (8T5)  
18th  ed. (1984) Michael D. Trent (8T5) 
19th  ed. (1985) R.R. Branch (8T6), J.J. Kaye (8T6), A.W.C. Ko (8T8), & M. Kozicki (8T8) 
20th ed. (1986) R.R. Branch (8T6) & J.J. Kaye (8T6) 
21st  ed. (1987) Susan Ecclestone (8T9) 
22nd ed. (1988) Sandra Gionas (9T0)  
23rd ed. (1989) Nick McHaffie (9T0)  
24th  ed. (1990) Jim Andersen (9T1) 
25th ed. (1991) Andrew Comrie-Picard (9T3) 
26th  ed. (1992) Colin K. McKay (9T3) & Scott Kostiuk (9T3)  
27th  ed. (1993) Cindy Mott (9T4) & Jawad (Joe) Jaouni (9T3)  
28th  ed. (1994) Karri Quan (9T6) 
29th  ed. (1995) Karri Quan (9T6) 
 
For the 30th edition of the Handbook, the name was changed to TrinLife. 
 



 

30th ed. (1997) Marc A. Bhalla (9T9) & Tara Meyer (9T9)  
31st  ed. (1998) James Cann (9T9) & Caroline Mastoras (0T0)  
32nd  ed. (1999) Brittany Poynter (0T1) & Chris Tait (0T1)  
33rd  ed. (2000) Ian Simpson (0T2) & Carol Kim (0T2) 
34th  ed. (2001) Freya Lilius (0T3), Jon Bell (0T3), & Janko Predovic (0T3)  
35th  ed. (2002) Kath FitzGerald (0T4) & Gyun Choi (0T4) 
36th  ed. (2003) Peter O’Bradovich (0T5) & Liz Reaney (0T5)  
37th  ed. (2004) Jenn Hood (0T6) & Graeme Schnarr (0T5) 
38th  ed. (2005) Caroline Henry (0T6) & Terrance Laukkanen (0T7)  
39th  ed. (2007) Casey Gorman (0T8) & Joshua Chung (0T8) 
40th  ed. (2008) Cailen McQuattie (1T0) & Katie Noble (0T9)  
41st  ed. (2009) Jason Lau (1T0) & Lucy Harris (1T0) 
42nd  ed. (2010) Caroline Ross (1T2) & Ian Sutcliffe (1T2)  
43rd  ed. (2011) Myla Chawla (1T3) & Paddy Treacy (1T3)  
44th  ed. (2012) Melissa Beauregard (1T3) & Ben Crase (1T4)  
45th  ed. (2013) Kate Motluck (1T4) & Patrick Andison (1T5)  
46th  ed. (2014) Victoria Reedman (1T6) & Aditya Rau (1T6)  
47th  ed. (2015) Sam Kokonis (1T7) & Narain Yucel (1T7) 
48th ed. (2016) Chelsea Colwill (1T8) & Thomas Robson (1T8) 
49th ed. (2017) Julianne de Gara (1T9) & Lukas Weese (1T8)  
50th ed. (2019) Kiya Amos-Flom (2T1), Ryan Marten (2T1) & Christine Sutcliffe (2T1)  
 
The 50th edition of the Handbook was published digitally along with a new Student Website 
trinstudents.com and a special edition was printed for the archives. 
 
51st ed. (2020) Angie Luo (2T2) & Shashwat Aggarwal (2T2) 
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